A study of large-scale motions from a new direct numerical simulation database of the turbulent boundary layer up to Re θ ∼ 2500 is presented. The statistics of large-scale streamwise structures have been investigated using two-dimensional and three-dimensional extraction procedures. The large-scale structures are abstracted using a robust skeletonization method usually applied to other research domains to simplify complex 3D objects. Different structure parameters such as the length, shape or angle are investigated. The features of the detected structures are compared to their mean counterparts extracted from two-point correlations. Structures as large as 10 boundary layer thickness are observed. The streamwise length of these structures follows a -2 power law distribution, similar to the experimental findings at higher Reynolds numbers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite numerous recent experiments and numerical simulations, many questions remain unanswered to understand and model the physics of the wall-bounded turbulent flows. The principal reason behind the study of coherent motions is to find analytic relations of the structures corresponding to the significant part of the turbulence statistics. The existence of the coherent structures within the wall-bounded turbulent flows is widely accepted [1] .
Even though different sources show that turbulent boundary layer (TBL) encloses various coherent structures, the puzzle is how these somehow persistent motions can be used to represent boundary layer flows. They can be quickly spotted in most cases (e.g. from the images of velocity fluctuations), but a rigorous description of coherent structures is still missing to propose a realistic model of wall-bounded turbulent flows.
The viscous and buffer regions have been studied extensively, and statistical organizations of the coherent structures in this region have been proposed in the literature [2] [3] [4] . A recent review of the near-wall region was proposed by Stanislas [5] . New investigations on high and very high Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulent flows highlighted the presence of large structures with increasing intensity as the Reynolds number increases. Thus, comprehensive knowledge concerning the dynamics of these large energetic structures might eventually help to model and control high Reynolds number wall-bounded flows.
These structures usually categorized into large-scale motion (LSM) and very large-scale motion (VLSM) are elongated regions of streamwise velocity fluctuations having a streamwise extent up to 3 boundary layer thickness (δ) for the former and longer than that for the latter [6] [7] [8] . They are located in the logarithmic and lower wake regions of a turbulent boundary layer [9] [10] [11] . Special focus has been laid on LSMs and VLSMs as they contribute to a significant amount of turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Mathis et al. [16] have shown that these large-scale structures have an impact on the very near wall statistics starting from the streamwise Reynolds stress associated with the near wall streaks. However, the energy transfer within the full boundary layer thickness is affected by the increasing intensity of these structures. Thus, LSMs and VLSMs have been interpreted to be responsible for the k −q x scaling range with q 1 of the streamwise velocity spectrum [17] and thought to be linked to the attached eddies discussed by Townsend [18] .
Experimental investigations of the wall-bounded turbulent flows have been conducted mostly based on one point measurements. Optical metrology techniques open some new possibilities for the inspection of the coherent motions in turbulent flows. Even though measurement techniques such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) and Tomo-PIV are promising to access three-dimensional (3D) data, they are not able to reach sufficient resolution on a large size domain to investigate the interaction between the near wall small scales and these large scales. Both single point measurements or plane measurements are not able to provide a real 3D shape and arrangement of these very large-scale structures as they rely on Taylor's hypothesis and spanwise regularity. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) allows us to investigate their complex 3D shape and behavior down to the buffer region at high resolution. Meanwhile, numerical simulations of the turbulent boundary layer flow at significant Reynolds numbers are now accessible due to the constant increase of available computational resources. Both spatial and temporal data are essential for the study of coherent structures, and DNS is the only numerical tool to generate high-resolution data in both space and time.
Few DNS of wall-bounded flows at significant Reynolds numbers has already been performed. Large-scale structures in channel flows have been investigated in detail by Sillero et al. [19] using two-point correlations. Their 3D representation of the correlation functions illustrates the potential shape of the streamwise fluctuations structures. Lee et al. [15] investigated the large-scale motions in channel flows with a detection method which consists of several operations on the velocity fluctuation fields. From temporal analyses, they related the merging of the LSM as a production mechanism for VLSM. These studies and many others reported very large-scale structures up to 15δ. LSM up to 20h long (h being the channel half-width) have also been observed in channel flows by Del Álamo et al. [20, 21] .
Hwang et al. [22] investigated the inner-outer interactions of negative and positive large-scale structures in channel flow at moderate Reynolds number (Re τ = 930) using conditional correlation. In boundary layers, Hutchins and Marusic [9] used hot-wire rake measurements of an atmospheric surface layer and found very long meandering structures up to 20δ populating the log layer. On the other hand, when viewed from single point statistics, the meandering tendency masks the true length of these structures resulting in shorter length scales. DNS of flat channel flow are now available up to Re τ = 5200, but simulations of flat plate turbulent boundary layer are more challenging and therefore restricted to slightly lower Reynolds numbers. The behavior of very large scale structures is clearly dependent on the Reynolds number, and they are likely to become significant at extremely high Reynolds number. However, these Reynolds numbers are not accessible by DNS yet. Additionally, statistics of very large scales can be affected by the size of the computational domain or the forcing mechanism of the turbulent boundary layer simulations. Still, DNS is an important tool to study space and time organization of these structures at moderate Reynolds numbers when conducted carefully. Several DNS of TBL have been performed at moderate Reynolds number with various boundary conditions and domain sizes [23] [24] [25] . Higher Reynolds numbers have been reached using wall resolved large eddy simulations (WRLES) i.e., [26, 27] , but the spatial resolution was not enough to investigate the coherent structures down to the buffer region. The article is organized as follows. In Section II, turbulence statistics, energy spectra and two-point spatial correlations are discussed following a brief description of the numerical code and the details of the new databases. The detection method used to extract the largescale motions is described, and statistical results are analyzed in Section III. Conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The DNS of TBL was performed using the code Incompact3d In the present study, the code was used to simulate a turbulent boundary layer with a domain of size The stretching parameters were adapted to keep the resolution in the wall-normal direc- Table I . The simulation was performed on 2048 cores of Intel Xeon E5-2690v3. Two separate datasets were collected to converge the statistics on large-scale structures. The first dataset consists of 3D velocity and pressure fields, collected every 500-time steps (0.0168 δ/u τ based on outlet quantities) for the full simulation domain. For the second dataset, the same quantities were recorded at 4 spanwise-wall normal planes (Re θ = 922, 1522, 2068 and 2365)
for every 5-time steps corresponding to a streamwise displacement of half a grid spacing based on the free stream velocity. Details of the time-resolved databases are summarized in Table II . The time-resolved datasets will be used for the validation of Taylor's hypothesis and the comparison of spatial-temporal features of the investigated turbulent structures.
These last datasets can be used as turbulent inlet condition for future simulations of the turbulent boundary layer (e.g., TBL with adverse pressure gradient) as the extent of the time-resolved data is enough to conduct new simulations over multiple characteristic times. To validate the results of the present simulation mean profiles of the streamwise velocity and the turbulent intensities are compared at 3 Reynolds numbers with the DNS of Jimenez et al. [32] and Schlatter et al. [24] (see Figure 2 ). The slight differences may be attributed to the different spatial resolutions (especially in the outer part of the TBL) as well as different inlet conditions.
As both time and space spectra are available at Re θ = 2068, the validity of Taylor's hypothesis can be evaluated very close to the wall. The two types of spectra are compared in Figure 3 using mean velocity profile as convection velocity. They are almost identical above y + = 50 but start to depart from each other at y + = 30 indicating the limit of Taylor's hypothesis with this choice of convection velocity. It is well known that in the flow regions where shear is dominant (like the near wall region of TBL) Taylor's hypothesis does not hold since local mean velocity is not equal to the convection velocity. Therefore, the use of Taylor's hypothesis with this convection velocity is not suitable for the detection of the structures down to the bottom of the buffer region. In the current study, this limit will be used to define attached structures from spatial data, i.e., all the structures starting y + = 50
or below. As a consequence, our detection criteria for these attached structures should not be altered by the Taylor hypothesis. In the framework of the Townsend Eddy model, the attached eddies are associated to a k −1 x streamwise energy spectra close to the wall on a limited range of wall distances at sufficiently large Reynolds numbers. Baars et al. [33] identified universal attached eddies for relatively high Reynolds numbers from careful interpretation of coherence spectrogram while emphasizing the need for the unobstructed view of a k −1
x . As mentioned, Srinath et al. [28] have shown that, even at moderate Reynolds number, a k −q x slope can be observed in the buffer and mesolayer with increasing value of q such as q = 1 is valid only at a specific wall distance between 100 and 200 wall units at the investigated Reynolds numbers. This k streamwise velocity fluctuations spectra of the present DNS at Re θ = 2068 are shown in Figure 3 for time-resolved and spatial databases. As the Reynolds number is not very high,
range is not clearly visible. Nevertheless, the streamwise energy spectrum near y + = 100 has the most compatible results with a k −1
x scaling. The value of q increases when moving from the wall. However, as the local Reynolds number is Re τ = 722, the logarithmic region of the mean streamwise velocity profile is short, and y + = 250 is already located in the wake region.
B. Two-point spatial correlation
The average statistics of the large-scale motions can be found with two-point correlations. for an average angle ranging from 9
• to 33
• [36] [37] [38] [39] . The inclination of the elliptical shape of isocontours varies with the wall distance. The overall streamwise extent of the correlation grows with distance from the wall in the logarithmic region (also broadens in the wall normal direction) but drops beyond that region in agreement with Ganapathisubramani et al. [40] .
As stated before, such correlations reflect the average length, height and eventually width of streamwise structures if performed in 3D, like in Sillero et al. [19] . The extends of the low but significant values of the two-point correlations at large separations indicate the average size of the largest structures but it does not show much about the different lengths of the structures.
III. LARGE-SCALE MOTIONS A. Detection methods
The analysis of large-scale structures of streamwise velocity fluctuations is conducted on a domain of 20 local boundary layer thickness centered at Re θ = 2068 (0.6L x < x < 0.9L x ) extending up to Re θ = 2407 sufficiently remote from the outlet not to affect the statistics.
Correlation functions are not able to give specific information about the space and time extent of a single structure but rather provide an average view. The large-scale structures can be characterized individually by taking the benefit of the 3D database. Zaki [41] proposed a detection method based on local maxima or minima of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. However, such a method is more adapted to regular streamwise structures. In the present study, we used another method based on simple thresholding of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. The same method was also used to study the time-resolved evolution of coherent structures from a DNS of channel flow [42] and to characterize the near wall 
where σ 100 + u is the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity at y + = 100, and C thr is the threshold parameter.
A second (outer) peak of streamwise turbulence intensity comes out between the buffer and the log region as the Reynolds number increases. These results have been observed in many independent experiments [9, 28, 43] . The second peak of u + , which is rather a plateau for not sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, is the result of the strengthening largescale streamwise structures [44] . Even though there is no secondary peak or plateau at the Percentages of the retained energy, momentum and volume fractions with different thresholds are given in Table III . Such a detection method retains a small fraction of the volume but a significant fraction of the streamwise turbulent kinetic energy. A more detailed repartition is given in Figure 5 with the weighted PDF of streamwise velocity fluctuations. The distribution of streamwise energy due to positive and negative fluctuations are similar at y + = 20 but start to differ when moving from the wall where a sharper distribution is observed for the contribution of positive fluctuations. Consequently, the energy contribution of the detected high-speed velocity structures is much lower than the low-speed ones and become very small above y + = 450 (∼ 0.6δ) with C thr = 1.
TABLE III. Streamwise energy, momentum and volume fraction (in % of the total) after thresholding only, low momentum regions ( ) and high momentum regions (⊕) extracted using Eq. (1) as function of the threshold parameter C thr .
Energy
Momentum Volume
0.5 48% 49% 97% 43% 46% 89% 29% 34% 63%
1.0 39% 41% 80% 29% 32% 61% 15% 17% 32%
1.5 25% 25% 50% 15% 16% 31% 6% 7% 13%
In a second step, binary volumes (B or B ⊕ ) are subjected to the labeling procedure which assigns an index for each individual structure (with no pixel connection with other structures). The detection procedure generates a large number of small structures which are not the primary interest in this study. Therefore, structures with a total length of less than 0.2 local boundary layer thickness in the streamwise direction (λ x ) are discarded.
This procedure is not essential but reduces the total number of structures significantly to be analyzed without affecting the statistics of the large ones. This study focuses on the attached The skeletonization procedure has been applied to the same 20 local boundary layer thickness long 3D sub-domains centered at Re θ = 2068. Skeletons are extracted from structures in the binary volume B or B ⊕ after interpolation of the velocity fields on a regular isotropic grid with a 6.7 + mesh size as the skeletonization procedure used in this study requires an isotropic discretization. Moreover, a weak cleaning procedure composed of opening and closing operations is applied to the binary objects before applying the skeletonization. The cleaning steps are required to better resolve the small connections between selected regions initially determined by one or two pixels only. A minimum resolution of 3 to 5 pixels is needed to be able to extract a skeleton. When the soft cleaning procedure is not enough, the binary volume is interpolated on a finer grid to resolve sufficiently the bottleneck regions. Skeletons are extracted only for the large structures to concentrate the analysis on the largest structures.
The result of the skeletonization in a sub-domain is shown in Figure 6 . The procedure is able to reflect the complex multi-branched behavior of the detected binary volumes with 1D sub-pixel lines for which we can extract a topology, unlike the classical skeletonization algorithms as thinning which only provides pixelized information. The complex shape of the skeleton is presented for a single structure in Figure 7 . The curves of the skeletons reveal the meandering nature of the structure in both the spanwise and the wall normal directions.
A side-view of the single structure with its skeleton shows the possible complexity of their shape and the difficulty of defining a single mean angle of a structure.
B. Results
The mean profiles of streamwise fluctuations inside the structures are compared to the same quantity for the whole domain to characterize the turbulence statistics of the detected structures (Fig. 8) . The profiles for both positive and negative velocity structures exhibit a similar shape than the profile for the whole domain. The streamwise turbulent kinetic energy inside detected structures after cleaning the smallest structures represents approximately 72% of the same quantity for the whole domain suggesting that the contribution of the detached structures is small. Due to our definition of attached structures (with a minimum distance from the wall smaller than 50 + ), the profiles including and excluding the detached structures are identical up to 50 + . However, it is shown that the detached structures do not contribute significantly even in the outer region. Low-speed detected structures contains more energy than the high-speed ones in agreement with the results of Figure 5 . As already noticed, the energy contribution of positive detected structures drops near y ∼ 0.6δ. A procedure does not capture the complexity of the structure in the spanwise direction, and the two methods could lead to some different statistics of the streamwise length as demonstrated by Soria et al. [48] for the quadrants analyses.
As mentioned earlier, the detection method was applied to a 3D sub-domain of 20 local boundary layer thickness long centered at Re θ = 2068. The probability density functions (PDFs) of the streamwise length premultiplied by the total number of detected structures N s are shown in Figure 9 for the two different detection procedures and the three values of the threshold coefficient C thr given in Table III . The detection of the structures in XY-planes leads to a length distribution λ −2
x for the three tested thresholds. This result is in agreement with the results of Srinath et al. [28] extracted from PIV at higher Reynolds numbers.
The comparison of the 2D and 3D detections shows that considering the most intense structures, the two methods lead to a similar length distribution even if their topology is more complex than simple elongated structures. Note that for the 2D detection, the number of large structures decreases when increasing C thr . Intuitively, increasing threshold results in shorter structures. However, 3D detection results show the opposite. The main reason is that the largest structures are likely to be connected by the side (in the spanwise direction). As the connections in the spanwise direction are taken into account in 3D detection procedure, when the threshold is too low (C thr = 0.5), the detection leads to one or few very large structures that cover most of the investigated volume. These structures are larger than the domain of investigation, so they are not taken into account in the statistics of length.
This effect explains the smaller number of large structures for C thr = 0.5 as compared to C thr = 1.0 for which the largest structures start to be disconnected from each other.
Unless the results obtained with C thr are biased by the fact that a single long structure usually fills the domain, the probability of length for the different thresholds are qualitatively similar. Therefore, the rest of the analysis will be conducted with C thr = 1.
The aspect ratios of the attached structures obtained by 3D detection are investigated via joint PDFs of their length P (λ x /δ, λ y /δ) and P (λ x /δ, λ z /δ) ( Figure 10) . The results show a clear trend for the shape of the detected structures with an average spanwise size around 20% of the streamwise length for both low and high momentum ones. On the other hand, average height is slightly different for the low momentum and high momentum structures with 10% and 15% of the streamwise length respectively.
Structures of the high-speed streamwise velocity fluctuations are limited with the top of the boundary layer while the height of the low-speed velocity structures can be taller than δ.
These results are compatible with the results given by Lozano-Durán et al. [49] for attached quadrants as they showed that Q2 structures (related with the low-speed streamwise veloc- The spatial self-similarity of the PDF of streamwise velocity fluctuation structures of size up to 2 to 3 δ (Figure 10 ) should be interpreted with caution. Indeed, the detailed view provided by skeletons of the same structures do not strongly support the self-similar shape of these structures which appear to have complex multi-branch shapes rather than a simple core shape (Figure 7 ). The complex shape of the long structures can be characterized by Additional quantitative results of the structures can be extracted from their skeletons.
The total length of a structure is computed differently, by extracting the main (longest)
curve from its skeleton. Note that the direction of the skeleton is not necessarily aligned with the streamwise direction, unlike the size of the bounding box, λ x . The PDF of the main curve lengths, P (λ/δ) computed from the skeletons is shown in Figure 11 . Structures up to O(10δ) are detected in agreement with some previous results, and the distribution exhibits the same λ −2 slope which is equivalent to the statistics computed from the streamwise size of the boxes circumscribing the 3D binary objects.
The mean angle of the large-scale structures can be estimated from two-point corre- ( Figure 15 ) are not exactly the same for the 2D, and 3D structures as the structures are not identical.
A ζ p x power law fit of a 2 is evaluated on the same limited range of structure length as in Srinath et al. [28] (from 0.5δ to 2.5δ) where the energy spectra exhibits a decent k q x region (with q 1) and where the distribution of structure lengths follows a −2 power law ( Figure 14) . Srinath et al. [28] have shown that, for the experimental data at higher Reynolds number, power law exponents p and q are such that p + q is very close to −1.
They demonstrated such results for a range of distances from the wall (y = 50 + ) up to 0.1δ with a special value of p = 0 near y + = 150 leading to an almost perfect k −1 x slope for the streamwise energy spectra at this particular wall distance. In the present study, the q exponent of the streamwise energy spectra is decreasing when moving from the wall but the slope of a 2 stays fairly constant as compared to the results of Srinath et al. [28] . This can be related to the moderate Reynolds number of the present study as y + = 150 corresponds to 0.2δ and the relationship p + q = 1 has been observed up to 0.1δ on the experimental data.
However, the power law fits of both distributions of a 2 on 2D and 3D detected structures have a small positive exponent p 0.1 at y + = 50 such as p + q is close to −1. For example, p = 0.115 for 3D labeled structures and q = −1.184 at y = 100 + leading to p + q = −1.069.
Despite the uncertainties of the fit due to the limited k q x range of E 11 at lower Reynolds number, the present results support the findings of Srinath et al. [28] both with the 2D and 3D structures. Structures are detected with a simple thresholding algorithm (Eq. 1). The attached large-scale structures represent a substantial part of the streamwise velocity fluctuations.
Detached structures with smaller fluctuations can probably fulfill the gap in the outer region.
The 3D shape of the structures is also studied. Two different extractions of the structures were compared. The analyses of the 2D structures are comparable to the results given by Srinath et al. [28] on PIV data at higher Reynolds number. Moreover, a second method which benefits from having 3D numerical data is also applied, and the results are compared with the first method to make the connection with previous findings from experimental data. It is shown that 2D and 3D extractions may lead to different structure sizes due to the 3D nature of the structures. Information in the spanwise direction is meaningful as the longest structures also have a more complex topology. Representing the complex 3D shape of this structures with a single length scale in each direction is not obvious. A specific skeletonization algorithm is used to simplify the 3D binary image of a single detected structure. Skeletons consist of a set of well-resolved lines which can be used to better characterize them regarding length, complexity, and angles. This simplification algorithm does not rely on lines of extrema which may be not representative of the full structure but rather defines curves based on its shape.
Distributions of the streamwise lengths of detected structures are investigated based on the results of both bounding boxes and skeletons. The results show that the distribution of streamwise lengths of the large-scale structures follows the same power law with a slope close to the −2 in agreement with the findings of Srinath et al. [28] . It seems that the streamwise length distribution of the attached streamwise velocity fluctuation is quite robust as the same −2 scaling is found with different detection methods (2D and 3D). Joint PDFs P (λ x /δ, λ y /δ) and P (λ x /δ, λ z /δ) are given to provide 3D statistical descriptions of the detected structures.
The results reveal some self-similarity between structures of different size but on a limited range due to the moderate Reynolds number of the DNS data. A noticeable agreement between the shapes of the attached streamwise velocity structures detected in this study and attached quadrant structures detected by Lozano-Durán et al. [49] is also observed .
The preferred angle of the detected structures is also investigated. Based on the main spatially resolved data. The red steps correspond to the structure detection method used priorly to the bounding box statistics.
